Separation and characterisation of light scattering transients from rod outer segments of vertebrate photoreceptors: design and performance of a Multi Angle Flash Photolysis Apparatus (MAFPA).
A device was built for the simple computer-controlled routine determination of the angular dependence of light scattering transients obtained from biological material. It was called Multi Angle Flash Photolysis Apparatus (MAFPA). The MAFPA allows the simultaneous registration of rapid, light-induced light scattering transients at eight scattering angles between 0 degree and 28 degrees. In typical applications changes in scattered light intensity as small as delta I/I = 4 X 10(-5) can be resolved at scattering angles less than 24 degrees, while at 28 degrees the resolution drops to delta I/I = 2 X 10(-4). The time resolution is 32 microseconds. The MAFPA was designed for high accuracy, ease of use and ruggedness. It is made from relatively inexpensive parts and can be copied fairly easily by a good machine/electronics shop. In this communication we describe the design of the MAFPA and how it was used for the characterisation of four structurally distinct light-induced light scattering signals from photoreceptor rod outer segments. These signals are known as P (or binding) signal, G- (or dissociation) signal, N (or rhodopsin) signal and as the ATP-dependent signal AL. The signals have been separated by means of their different angular dependence, their different saturation behavior and nucleotide requirement. A great number of detailed studies will have to be carried out before one can fully understand the physical and biochemical origin of these signals. At this point, however, it can be stated that the so-called 'dissociation signal', showing an angular dependence indicative of a change in refractive index or scattering mass, is not merely an inversion of the preceding 'binding signal', the latter clearly reflecting a gross structural change, i.e. a shrinkage of the disks. Moreover, there are conditions where P signals are observed to persist even after the completion of the subsequent dissociation signals. The two remaining signals N and AL show a pronounced angular dependence which is not easily interpreted. The fact that both exhibit a maximal amplitude at relatively small angles seems to indicate the participation of rather large structural domains.